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Culture Collective Programme Lead

Quality Submission 1: Understanding of Programme

In the midst of a pandemic, communities across Scotland have found their ability to self

organise, to support one another, and to understand the impact that small groups can play

in influencing our sense of place, our hope for the future and our ability to sustain through

crisis. Whilst the infrastructure and typical activity of much of the formal cultural sector has

been forced into hiatus, culture and creativity itself has found a strengthened role at the

heart of our communities. In communities, we have seen that music played in stairwells,

chalk on pavements, and lights in windows can offer us moments to connect with one

another, and offer hope, reassurance and friendship. Creative groups have forged new,

urgent partnerships, and many of us have rediscovered the joy that can be found by

participating in creative activity alongside our friends and neighbours.

COVID has been a crisis and a disaster. But it might also mark a tipping point in the way we

centre creativity in our communities - valuing the interests, passions and perspectives of

everyone in our places, and developing a new approach to the way we build creative

projects with a much wider range of people and stakeholders. COVID might be an

opportunity for communities to catch - as Rebecca Solnit articulates - 'glimpses, in the midst

of a disaster, of a future they want and need'.

It is in this context that the Culture Collective programme is born, and in which its impact

will come to be understood. 2021 is a key moment to explore how and where we might

consolidate some of these opportunistic, transient moments of creativity to shape the future

of our cultural sector in a more profound way. As theatres, music venues and cinemas

remain closed and much of the sector finds itself in crisis, the Culture Collective programme

is an opportunity to explore what new models of creativity are emerging, and to understand

how they might be supported to thrive.

My work - like that of the Culture Collective - sits squarely at the intersection of the local and

national. I am fascinated by the ways in which work that is rooted in and grown from

communities can be supported, amplified, shared and championed at a national level -

sharing what works and inspiring much greater impact. I see the Culture Collective

Programme Lead as playing a deeply practical, useful role in supporting the vital work of
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realising and amplifying a national shift in the role of community-rooted cultural activity.

Whilst local people and projects will always be best-placed to know what works in their

communities, there is real potential in ‘looking up’ from hyper-local work to influence and

inform the wider picture of Scotland’s cultural sector.

This programme has the opportunity both to support and strengthen local projects (by

sharing learning and best practice, offering peer support and providing training and

development), and to play a more strategic role in considering how this kind of work can

best be enabled, what role it plays in both our community and cultural lives, and what

learning it might bring to other parts of our creative sector. It is an opportunity to amplify

the voice of small, local activity - to scale impact without (necessarily) scaling delivery, and

by working together to advocate for local activity on the national and international stage.

This approach to programme delivery set out in this tender is founded on the same

principles - of collaboration, co-creation and cultural democracy - that have shaped the

community arts movement itself. It proposes an approach that rejects the role of the

programme lead as manager, teacher, or expert, but instead embraces a facilitating and

enabling role to support and enhance the network as a whole.

As such, each of the planned activities to deliver this programme is designed to offer

structure and a framework for network members to define, articulate and meet their needs -

individually and together. It assumes that those working in the 26 communities know best

about the support they need to make this work the best it can be, whilst embracing the

wider role of the network for learning, advocacy and scale.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

1. Subsidiarity: This role is focussed on adding value through only those elements that cannot

be delivered by the network - taking care not to duplicate, replace or override local expertise

and delivery capacity. As such, this approach looks to solutions and resources from within

the network, where possible, and starts from an assumption of competence and expertise in

communities’ knowledge of what is right for their place.

2. Transparency: An acknowledgement that things will go wrong, and that investment in

community-rooted work cannot be based on a risk-free approach. An openness to sharing

those things that don’t work - as well as those that do - as useful learning processes. And

openness to those beyond the network as acknowledgement of the brilliant work going on

in communities all across Scotland, owning a responsibility to offer value to all those

interested in leading this work.

3. Activism: As a time-limited project, this role takes on the challenge of advocating for the

future of support for community-rooted creative activity beyond the initial 20 month

lifespan of the work.
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Quality Submission 2: Skills & Experience

This application is led by Kathryn Welch, working with and alongside a trusted team of

collaborators - each of whom brings particular expertise in their field. This is not a neutral

team - each contributor brings an ethically-led, principled and forward- thinking approach

that prioritises a respect for the expertise that all kinds of people bring to the party. The

team is united by a mindset that is rooted in communities, and that champions a nimble

approach to working outside of preconceived ideas of ‘how things are done’.

MEET THE TEAM

Kathryn Welch: Project coordinator (https://www.kathrynwelch.co.uk)

Kathryn’s role will be to oversee the effective delivery of the project as a whole. Kathryn

will coordinate the team, assume overall responsibility for the budget and timeline, liaise

with Creative Scotland and other stakeholders, lead on commissioning the evaluation and

lead final reporting.

Kathryn has worked in a wide range of roles across Scotland’s creative sector, and therefore

has a broad insight into the complexity, diversity and interconnectedness of the sector. This

includes experience at a multi-arts venue (Operations Director, Macrobert Arts Centre),

supporting community-led creative groups at a national level (Director, Voluntary Arts

Scotland), for independent artists (Company Manager, Cultured Mongrel Dance Theatre) and

in her own freelance practice.  These roles have frequently involved building and working

with a network of other independent creative groups; an opportunity to appreciate and

understand parts of the sector beyond my direct experience. In all of these roles, Kathryn

has developed her approach to working collaboratively and in partnership, prioritising

participation and the active engagement of a wide range of people in creating and shaping

their cultural experience.

"Something special happens when Kathryn is in the room. Usually this includes her

innate ability to bring people together in a considered and generous way, to build

action through exchange, collaboration and consensus" - Kevin Harrison, Director -

Artlink Central / Lead - Stirling Place Partnership  

Kathryn has extensive experience in managing and leading projects of scale - including

leading teams, managing budgets, keeping timescales on track and risk management. She

has a practical understanding of funder / grantholder relationships, bringing experience as

both a fundraiser, as a Grant Assessor for Foundation Scotland, and as a Trustee for Impact
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Funding Partners. Over 2020 and 2021, Kathryn has worked extensively to understand the

impact of COVID-19 on communities. This includes as Project Manager for The Action Project

at David Hume Institute, an Edinburgh-based think tank working to research the actions that

work help Scotland recover more equitably and sustainably from the challenges of

COVID-19, and in researching a series of case studies about the response of Creative People

& Projects communities to the needs of the pandemic.

“I can’t really thank you enough for the way you approached the culture strategy

work. It’s been a major part of our thinking and the way you managed it all – from

tone to logistics – was impressive” - Leonie Bell, [then] Head of Culture Strategy and

Cultural Engagement, Scottish Government.

Kathryn specialises in projects that bring together unexpected or unconventional partners to

achieve ambitious and wide-ranging goals. Her background in the community and charity

sectors - as well as the arts - means she is well placed to connect beyond ‘the usual suspects’

and to think creatively in building project teams. Kathryn is experienced in delivering and

managing monitoring and evaluation - typically centred on creating actionable, practical and

genuinely useful reflections that drive learning and development. Recently evaluation

commissions have included with Film Hub Scotland / This Way Up, Hounslow Creative

People & Places, and Luminate - Scotland's creative ageing organisation. Kathryn’s own

community-rooted practice ensures she brings authenticity and a genuine understanding of

the challenges and opportunities of working in this way. Kathryn was Founder of Stirling

Soup (nominated for a Scottish Charity Award, 2017) and more recently is working to create

a series of creative and environmental projects that help people connect to the natural

environment.

François Matarasso: Conscience of the project (https://arestlessart.com)

François’s role will be to act as a mentor to the project team - challenging them to keep

the guiding principles and ambition of the project at the heart of all activity, and to hold

the values of community art at the centre of each element of project delivery.

François is a freelance community artist, writer and researcher. His 1997 report, ‘Use or

Ornament?’, established influential concepts in cultural policy. Between 2011 and 2015 he

produced a series of publications on undervalued areas of cultural life under the collective

title “Regular Marvels”.  His latest book “A Restless Art – How participation won and why it

matters”, was published in 2019. He has worked in about 40 countries and held honorary

professorships in the UK and Australia, as well as being, at different times, a trustee of

NESTA, Arts Council England and the Baring Foundation. He is a partner in Traction (2020-22)

which is researching how technology can support opera co-creation and social inclusion.

“My work in community art stands on the belief that everyone has the right to create
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art and to share the result, as well as to enjoy and participate in what others do.

Shaping your own cultural identity – and having it recognised by others – is central to

human dignity and growth. And yet, in every society, people’s access to culture is

uneven. Those who identify with dominant cultures have no difficulty creating and

promoting their values. Others, passively or actively denied cultural resources,

platforms and legitimacy, remain on the margins. My work tackles those issues by

making art with people, sharing ideas, thinking and writing about it” - François

Matarasso

Lou Brodie: Events lead (https://loubrodie.com)

Lou’s role will be to research, programme, curate and manage the events under the

responsibility of the Programme Lead. For each event she will recruit a small bespoke

production team (costs not included here) to deliver the technical aspects and production

needs of the event.

Lou Brodie is an socially engaged artist, performance maker, programmer and project

manager based in Scotland. Through innovative, person-centred artistic processes, rooted in

conviviality and community engagement, Lou produces art works, events and festivals in

collaboration with communities, people and places. Lou has worked with a range of national

and international companies, artists and clients including; Tramway Glasgow, Platform

Glasgow, Imaginate and the Edinburgh International Children’s Festival, Mammalian Diving

Reflex, Nic Green, Southbank Centre, The WOW Foundation, Perth Theatre and The Touring

Network, The National Theatre of Scotland, All the Queens Men, Dundee Rep and Scottish

Dance Theatre and The First Ministers National Advisory Council on Women and Girls.

Lou has designed, delivered and managed a range of live and digital projects from small to

large scale across Scotland and internationally. She is passionate and committed to creating

events that invite questions about activism, intersectionality and collective responsibility.

Her work is known for high production values and attention to detail. Recent projects have

included programming and producing Scotland's first WOW - Women of the World Festival

and designing the youth consultation for the First Minister's National Advisory Council on

Women and Girls resulting in the publication of a co-authored young person-led zine.

Miriam Attwood / Storytelling PR: Communications lead (https://storytellingpr.com)

Storytelling PR will lead on all elements of communications and PR for the project,

including supporting the funded projects and  articulating the value, impact and future

potential of the project through both the media and connections with key stakeholders

and decision makers.
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Storytelling PR is a small, collaborative team of highly experienced comms professionals who

are passionate about amplifying the voices of the artists and activists they work with.

Storytelling is set apart by the collective’s fierce ethics - supporting and championing

minoritised artists and working across all projects with a strong, ever evolving feminist gaze.

They regularly work with British Council, Creative Scoltand, Event Scotland, Edinburgh

Council and the Scottish Government.

“After 8 years, Storytelling PR have become an integral part of the Summerhall team

and the feedback we get from our artists is that they provide  enthusiastic and

considered professionalism to all of our external projects. I am confident that this

relationship between Summerhall and Storytelling PR will continue to grow and

flourish in the coming years” - Rowan Campbell, General Manager, Summerhall.

Storytelling PR has experience across the Scottish Culture industry, citing work with

hundreds of theatre-makers, filmmakers, visual artists, directors and production companies

across the world over almost 10 years. They have worked with some of the country’s

smartest and most exciting artists - from Tamsyn Challenger, Hot Brown Honey, and with

organisations ranging from National Galleries of Scotland to Tate and Scottish Arts Centres'

Summerhall, Falkirk Theatre Trust and The Beacon. They offer strategic thinking on broader

projects (such as Event Scotland’s Year of Coast and Waters and Made in Scotland), and have

strong connections with UK wide and European media.

Improbable: Open Space Technology facilitator (www.improbable.co.uk)

Improbable’s role will be to deliver a series of three Open Space events throughout the

project, creating a flexible and community-driven space for network members to create

useful and mutually fascinating connections to explore issues of importance and shared

interest.

Founded by Julian Crouch, Phelim McDermott, Lee Simpson and Nick Sweeting in 1996,

Improbable occupies a vital space in the landscape of UK theatre. At the heart of their

artistic practice is improvisation. Whether in performance, rehearsal or development they

use the practice and philosophy of improvisation in the process of creation (even when

working on classic plays or operas).

Improbable sees improvisation in all its forms as a tool for social change. It is a deeply

democratic art form that fosters a sense of community and empowerment amongst its

participants and audiences alike and, in an age of increasing digital complexity, is

determinedly live.

“There was a rush of people eager to put their ideas forward. The day was a huge

success - new collaborations were formed & ideas were shared” - The Wellcome Trust
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Quality Submission 3: Programme Management

This tender proposes four areas in which the Programme Lead team could focus their impact

- for the individual funded communities, for the network, for the wider sector, and for the

future. Each area has an overarching aim, keystone activity and supporting activity:

FOR COMMUNITIES
Aim: Communities (including organisations, artists and freelancers working at a community

level) can access the skills and support they need to deliver their plans.

Keystone provision Supporting provision

Training: The network members and their associates

will be supported to think carefully about their current

and future needs, and the areas they need to develop

to best meet their future aspirations. Together, a

programme of individual, small-group, and

network-wide training opportunities will be identified.

These will be delivered in partnership and through

signposting and network-building - encouraging

groups to build their own networks without

duplicating provision. In recognition of the importance

of reflective practice and meaningful self-evaluation in

understanding what works, bespoke training in this

area will be explored and offered to all the funded

communities.

Bespoke PR support: In

recognition that the ability to tell

one’s story is vital in attracting

members, support and

recognition, Storytelling PR will

provide ‘on demand’

communications support for

every member of the network.

They will offer bespoke advice,

training and help - all focussed

on skills-building designed to

increase, not replace local

capacity.

FOR THE NETWORK
Aim: Groups test and share new approaches and support one another to learn together.

Keystone provision Supporting provision

Focussed working groups: The increased size

of the expanded network makes it essential to

create structured opportunities for smaller

working groups to come together to explore

themes of shared interest. Improbable will

deliver three online half-day sessions over the

programme period, each of which will end by

inviting small, self-identified groups to work

‘Culture Collective Cuppa’: An informal

online get together will be hosted once

per month to help members build

effective relationships across the breadth

of the network. This is an informal

opportunity for Co-ordinators to come

together, along with artists, community

members and other local stakeholders
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together for a 12 week period to continue to

explore key themes. Open Space sessions will

be used to create space for network members

(and associated community members, partner

organisations, freelance artists etc) to

self-organise to explore the issues that are

most valuable or urgent for them - e.g. in

increasing their capacity, ambition, reach or

impact. After twelve weeks the working

groups will be invited to share the outcome of

their time together, then to disband and to

re-form new relationships via the next Open

Space event. In this way, each community /

organisation will have a series of

opportunities to work meaningfully with

partners across the whole network.

There are five principles that help participants

to navigate Open Space:

● Whoever comes are the right people.

● Wherever it happens is the right place.

● Whatever happens is the only thing

that could have.

● Whenever it starts is the right time.

● When it is over, it is over.

and partners, intended to help people get

talking and build relationships across the

network as a whole.

‘Go and see visits’: network members will

be supported to visit one another to

experience events, projects and

activities. Small funds will be offered via

the programme budget to support travel

costs. Visits may be offered on a group or

1-2-1 basis, and attendance supported by

a range of community members to share

benefits beyond the Co-ordinators, to

local artists, community groups and other

network members. This approach

celebrates and makes best use of the

wide and varied expertise within the

network.

A digital communications platform: (likely

Slack) will be agreed as the home for all

network communications - encouraging

ongoing conversation between all

programme stakeholders, and offer a

home for the regular sharing of useful

links, resources, questions and requests

for help.

FOR THE SECTOR
Aim: All communities (not just those funded via this programme) are better able to learn

from, contribute to and adopt successful approaches.

Keystone provision Supporting provision

Resource bank: A simple website will be created

(inspired by the structure of

https://culturecounts.scot). This will act as an open

source resource bank for creative groups (both

those within the network and more widely) to

share and access tools, learning and information,

Events attendance: In addition to

Culture Collective events, both the

Programme Lead and Coordinators

of funded projects will actively seek

opportunities to share learning and

approach via attendance / speaking
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and to act as a repository and archive for the

project learning. From event risk assessments, to

sample press releases, case studies and reviews of

activity, to the outcomes of Open Space sessions

and strategic ambitions for the future, the website

will be the home for sharing ‘what works’.

at other organisations’ events, and

contributing to research and

learning initiatives led by other

cultural leaders and organisations.

FOR THE FUTURE
Aim: Decision makers understand, value and invest in community engaged creative activity.

Keystone provision

A network of key stakeholders (MPs and MSPs, funders etc) will be identified, who will

be vital to the long term future of collaborative creative activity in communities. This

network will be invited to learn alongside the programme on an ongoing basis, building

open, trusting and effective engagement through events, updates and discussion.

Evaluation: It is proposed that the external evaluation commission is most effectively

framed as part of the ‘future thinking’ element of the project - asking: ‘How do we best

support and resource community-led activity, and what would help it to thrive more

easily in future?’. To complement that, a focus on action learning, open-minded review,

and sharing good practice will be rooted through every element of the network. This

approach to evaluation assumes and trusts that these locally-led reviews are

best-placed to understand the success or limits of the work they deliver.

Events: Three events will be delivered between the summer of 2021 and October 2022:

● ‘LISTEN’ (OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 2021 - ONLINE)

This event will bring together different members of the teams of Culture

Collective funded projects, gather and learn from initial reflections, encourage

cross project dialogue and begin to build international links and conversations.

All conversations will be recorded and  then produced as a podcast series to

both provide documentation and to spread the conversation and learning to as

wide an audience as possible.

● ‘FIELD TRIP’ (APRIL 2022 - IN PERSON)

An immersive in-person event designed to enable the sharing of practice and

learning through an embodied experience. The event will be shaped by calls to

actions from participating projects, an emphasis on risk taking and a deep dive

into the methods and ethos of the portfolio of projects within the Culture

Collective.

● ‘AMPLIFY’ (OCTOBER 2022 - HYBRID)
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A hybrid in-person and live event, providing an opportunity for projects to

showcase project outputs, to create a platform for dialogue and sharing with an

international audience of artists, industry professionals, stakeholders and new

networks, and to generate and capture knowledge.

All three events will give attention to all voices by practicing an intersectional,

intergenerational approach of radical care, rooted in an ethos of partnership and power

sharing. The events will amplify the creation of marked, intense, embodied or digital

experiences that showcase and celebrate the artists and communities of the culture

collective funded programme. To embed this through the events we would work to

form a steering group of participants and artists from across the Culture Collective

funded projects. For each event a small bespoke production team will be employed to

deliver the technical aspects and production needs of the event.

A manifesto: for supporting community-rooted participatory creative activity will be

created as a collaborative effort between network members and their communities. It

will be presented as evidence for why and how this activity should be supported in the

long term, and used to advocate for effective support for creative activity in

communities.

A budget breakdown for the allocation of Programme Management funds across the team is

included separately as Schedule 2. A proposal for the additional costs associated with

delivery (events etc) will be the first task of the Programme Management team on

appointment, and would be prioritised toward the ‘keystone tasks’ above.
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